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In order to present the concept of :”Energy Efficiency”, we 
to know the “Importance of Energy”. Energy plays a very 
important role in our life, living, health, transportation, 
industry and many other issues.

Nowadays, we are facing the issue of energy sources.

Energy is also closely related to our environment.
It is associated with the concept of 

“Energy Sustainability”

Understanding of “Energy Efficiency”
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Energy efficiency can be defined or described in
Many ways:

In principle, it means “use of less energy for 
the same service”.
An example of EE: A better insulated house is 
an issue of Energy Efficiency.
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“Energy Efficiency” should be distinguished from 
“Energy Conservation”. It is to reduce use of energy.

An example:
Lowering temperature in building heating;
Increasing temperature in air conditioning.

Energy Conservation
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Replace the single pane window 
with an energy-efficient ones.
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A spiral-type integrated compact  
fluorescent lamp
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Four independent energy players contend 
the supply of electricity
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Fossil fuels supply 85% of all commercial energy in the 
world and are the sources of more than 68% of the 
commercial electricity. Coal is a significant source in 
the generation of power.

Nuclear heat generates heat (steam) It is based on 
fission of heavy atoms.

Renewable power covers various sources such as 
hydro, wind, solar, tidal, biomass, geothermal, etc.

Energy of efficiency- Increasing efficiencies can have a 
decisive impact on the electric supply sources.

Four Independent players of electricity supply:
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Due to the scarcity of fossil energy, we have to search for 
and generate new sources of energy to meet our 
needs.

Reduction the use of fossil energy (petroleum, coal, gas) 
is another issue related to our environment.

Definition of Renewable Energy:
clean, non-toxic, and can not be exhausted 
(sustainable).

Energy and Sustainability
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Renewable energy includes the following but 
not limited to these:

1. Hydroelectric energy (power)
2.Solar thermal energy (conversion of solar  

energy to heat)
3.Solar Photovoltaic (energy)

(conversion of solar energy to electricity)

Types of Renewable Energy
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4. Wind power
5. Biomass energy: Use of biomass to generate

electricity. 
6. Biofuel
7. Tidal wave (for electricity generation)
8. Use of waste for heating

(continue)
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Reducing the use of fossil energy 
will reduce the generation of CO2

and many other pollutants which are
directly related to environmental pollution.
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Use the State of California as an example:
The regulations include any thing associated 

with energy (low energy homes).
One third of building energy is used in windows!

Building (residential)  energy efficiency
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Window Insulation-
Triply-insulated

 

Window insulations-
Doubly insulated
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Replacement of lighting with LED will reduce 
energy use by 50%.
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Appliance Rated input Thermal
(Btu/hr) efficiency

_________________________________
Gas furnace >225,000 80
Oil furnace >225,000 81

Standards for Gas-and Oil-fired Furnace
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Appliance Cooling minimum
capacity(Btu/hr) EER

____________________________________________________
Room Air Conditioner    <6000 9.7
Room Air Conditioner    >6000-8000 9.7
Room Air Conditioner    >8000-14000 9.7
Room Air conditioner     >14000-20000 9.7
With heat pump <20,000 9.0
With heat pump >20,000 8.5 

Standards for Room Air Conditioners
and heat pumps
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Appliance Max. energy (kWh/yr)
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Refrigerator and
Refrigerator-freezers
(Manual defrost) 8.82AV+248.4
Refrigerator-freezers
(Automatic defrost) 8.92AV+ 248.4

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

AV: adjusted total volume expressed in ft3.

Standards for non-commercial Refrigerators, 
refrigerators-Freezers
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Appliance Size Minimum Thermal
Efficiency(%) 

______________________________________________
Gas storage water heaters     any 80
Gas instantaneous water

heaters <10 gal 80
Oil storage water heaters any 78
Oil instantaneous water

heaters <10 gal 80

Standards for Large Water Heaters
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The importance of transport:
This category includes the following:

1. materials transport
2. human transport
3. food and many other transports.  
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It is a description of energy efficiency in transportation. 
There are many types of energy efficiency.

Freight transport, rail and ship transport are more 
efficient than trucking, and air freight is less efficient.

Automobile transport will be discussed separately.

Energy efficiency in transportation
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It can be expressed in volume fuel consumed per 100 km 
(Liter/ 100 km); In US, it is expressed in distance per volume 
fuel consumed (mi/gallon). (Electric car will be rated 
differently) 

The second method is considering the energy cost for 
production of energy. 

The third one is occupancy rate of the vehicle. (the number 
of riders per vehicle).   

Automobile fuel efficiency:
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Electric vehicle (EV) uses electric motors:
1. Directly powered from an external power station,
2. Powered by stored electricity from an external 

power source (battery),
3. Powered by an on-board electric generator. 

Electric vehicle
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1. Connection to generator plants:
It is common for electric trains, trolley buses, buses, an 
trolley trucks.

2. Onboard generators and hybrid EVs: 
solar vehicles, fuel cell vehicles, diesel-electric locomotive 
and nuclear energy submarines and aircraft carriers. 

3. Onboard storage:
Electricity is stored in the vehicle for needs. Chemical 
energy will be stored on the vehicle in on board batteries.

Electricity sources
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1. On- and off- road Evs:
This type of vehicles include electric cars, electric trolley 
buses, electric buses, electric trucks, electric bicycles, 
electric motorcycles and scooters, golf carts, etc. 

2.   Rail borne Evs:
Equipped with a rail line to power the EVs.

3.   Plug-in Evs:
The motor vehicle equipped with rechargeable   
batteries.

Vehicle types
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4. Hybrid EVs:
A hybrid EV is equipped with a conventional  (usually fossil  
fuel powered) power train and an electric propulsion.

5. Seaborne EVs: 
Submarines with batteries and surface charged gasoline  
engines. 

6. Space borne EVs:
The power of the EV is supplied by batteries, solar panels, 
and nuclear energy. 
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EVs do not produce pollution, but the energy 
generated for power is still a pollution issue. 
The latter does produce pollutants such as 
CO2 , nitrogen oxides, CO , etc.

Electric motor can achieve an efficiency of 90%
energy conversion. It has a factor of three as 
compared with the combustion engine.

Advantages and disadvantages of EVs:
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